PRESS RELEASE

BTI announces 2 additions to their
Ultra-Lightweight Air Filter line

Engineered to be stronger, lighter and cooler.
Park Hills, Missouri, August 12, 2015— BTI announced today
two new versions of their ultra-lightweight air filter assemblies, the SpinFlow Standard and SpinFlow Front Mount for
pneumatic tank industry. Both versions offer unobstructed
air inlets, strong outer enclosures, and less weight than
previous versions. Together with the Spinflow Filter/Silencer,
these new additions round out BTI’s air filter line. All three
can be mounted anywhere on a trailer with BTI’s stainless
steel mounting bands.
The SpinFlow Standard comes with a 4-inch rear connection, the SpinFlow Front Mount has front
inlet piping that reduces the need for a long blower hose resulting in ease of driver use and the
Spinflow Filter/Silencer has a built in silencer, avoiding the need and cost of an external silencer.
According to BTI engineers, all three filters offer several major improvements that can only be found
on BTI’s Filter line.
• Smooth, unobstructed piping design for less back pressure and heat build-up
• Increased air spin of inlet airflow allows for more filter surface area to be utilized and results in
longer element life than any filter on the market today.
• Stronger, more robust design to meet the demands of the tank trailer industry.
• Light weight models, more than 5 lbs lighter than current models.
• Easy front opening access door with removable gasket for easy cleaning and inspection of
element and unit.
• Seal tab holes are built-in to lid and latch assembly for tamper-proof operation.
• Auto spring-loaded element tensioner is built into access door, which eliminates the need for
adjusting.
• Available in multiple inlet and outlet configurations: threaded, grooved, cam fitting and plain.
• Standard HD element with top-mounted temperature indicator engineered with spiral-welded
core that is welded to both end caps for added strength.
• Optional FDA compliant Teflon membrane for easy cleaning.
• Patented Exterior Guide System that eliminates contamination from internal element guide rods
used in trailer air filters on the market today.
The BTI Spinflow Air Filter line, another shining example of BTI’s superior product design. As with all of
its products, BTI unconditionally guarantees this filter system will outperform any similar products on
the market today. For more information, call 1-800-841-5524 (573-518-0600) or visit www.bulktankinc.com.
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